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Abstract-A certain family of generating fnnctioxw for the cldcal Jacobi polynomiala, given earlier 
by R.K. Saxena and Z. H& [l], am olxervul here to be derivable dhectly from nome hmwn 
(and readily available) rcmltr in the literature. An interenting gcneralkation of the aforementioned 
generating fimctions emergea natnrally in the proccm. Some relevant connectiona of these rwnlta 
with variona hnown generating functions am alao pointed out. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
For the classical Jacobi polynomials (cf., e.g., Szegii [2, p. 621) 
**p’(z) = (o Zl’)” a&[-,,, + p+ n + l;cu + 1; $1 - z)] , (1.1) 
where (A), = I’(A + n)/I’(A), Jacobi’s original notation: 
za(&c(; z) = A[-n,A+ n;Cc;zl (1.2) 
can be found, among other places, in the early editions of the book by Magnus and Oberhet- 
tinger [3]. Making use of an bltern&e notation: 
(9, 
@,(A; Pi x) = 7 2Ji[-n,X+n;Cc;4 
(4 = -yf z@, K 2) 
(G = & pp+q1- 24, 
Saxena and Hussain [l] proved two interesting generating functions 
In terms of KampC de Fbiet’s double hypergeometric function (cf 
t6, P. 331): 
(1.3) 
for the Jacobi polynomials. 
[4] and [5, p. 1501; see also 
o1,...,op: al,...,+; cl,..*,%; 
F;;;;g Z,Y * 
PI ,**-, p*: bl,...) b,; dl)..., d,; 1 
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where, for convergence of the double hypergeometric series, 





I#/@-_q) + JylWP-!?I < 1 , ifp > 9, 
m44, Iv11 < 1, ifp<q, 
we recall their main results in the following equivalent forms: 
(1.5) 
00 
c ()on(Q + P + l)n n=o(” + l),(a + p - A + 2)* p~SP)(z)t” 
‘@-‘+; 
$(Q+P+l): 
= (1 -t)- 
A,#a+p)+l; +(a+@)-A+1; 
x,y 




(%(&l(o + P + l)* 
n=,(a+l),((y+p-~+2)n(a-tP-II+2)n 
PPJ) (x)t” 
&x+/3+1), i(a+p)+l: A,/q a+@-A-p+2; 
=(1-t) , -Q-o-lF;j;j; x,y , 
(Y+p--A+2, a+/?-p+2: a+l; 1 ; (1.7) 
where, and in what follows, we have set 
X 
2(1- z)t 
= - (I_ q2 Y y = (1 yq2 (ItI < 1). -- (1.8) 
Formula (1.6) is a limiting case of the generating function (1.7) when 1~1 -+ 00. Indeed, since 
(cjT, e.g., Erdklyi et al. [7, p. 471) 
(con 
(a+P-/J+2)m+, 
= (-l)"+Q-"(1 + 0(/A-l)} 
0.9) 
(lpl+co; ]arg(p)]sa-6, O<c<r; m,n=0,1,2,3,...), 
the limiting case of (1.7) when 1~1 + oo yields 
00 
c @>*(a + P + l)n n=O (a + 1)&Y + p - A + 2)n pPP’(Z)(-t)” 
Q(a+p+l), Q(a+@)+l: x; -; 
I 
(1.10) 
= (1 -t) -+-1F%; -X,Y . 
a+p-A+2: a+1; -; 




m+ ;(o+B+l),m+ ;(cx+P)+ l;m+o+P- A+2;Y 1 (m=0,1,2 ,... ), 
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to each term of the series. Upon replacing t on both sides of the resulting equation by -t, (1.10) 
thus leads us to the generating function (1.6). 
A further limiting case of the generating function (1.6) when ]A] + 00 (or, equivalently, of the 
generating function (1.7) when min{]x], 1~1) -+ oo) would similarly yield the well-known result 
(cf [8, p. 102, E xample 191; see also [9, p. 2561 and [6, p. 1121): 
=(l_t)--~-l2F1 
[ 
~(~+B+l),f(~+~)+l;,,,;x] 9 (1.12) 
where X is given by (1.8). 
Formula (1.12) follows also when we set 
X=++P)+1 
in the generating function (1.6) or when we set 
in the more general result (1.7). A s a matter of fact, the generating function (1.6) can be deduced 
also as an obvious special case of (1.7) by setting 
/.l = f(a + p> + 1. 
In view of such important consequences of the generating function (1.7) as (1.6) and (1.12), we 
first show how (1.7) can be derived directly from some known (and readily available) results in the 
literature. We also present an interesting further generalization of the generating function (1.7). 
2. ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION (1.7) 
As one of the many special cases of his hypergeometric generating function [lo, p. 76, Equ& 
tion (3.1)], Srivastava [lo] derived the following generating function for the Jacobi polynomials 
(see [lo, p. 781 and [6, p. 1451): 
cm 
c nq=l(7j)n 
n__O (a + l),(P+ l)n IIJ=1(6j)n pp'p)(z)t" 
= FPyw 
71,...,7&?,: -; -. 
’ q.l;l 
[ 
+<a! - 1)t, +<z+ 1)t . (2.1) 









4 P, a+P+L p+1: -; -; 
+(a! - 1)t, *<z! + 1)t . 
a+P--X+2, a+@-p+2: a+l; p+1; 1 
(2.3) 
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The left-hand sides of (1.7) and (2.3) are identical. In order to show that their right-hand sidea 
are also identical, let Q(t) denote the second member of the generating function (2.3). Then it 
follows from the definition (1.4) and the hypergeometric identity [ll, p. 28, Equation 1.3(30)] 
that 
(A), (&I (o + P + l),(P + l)m {$(z - 1) t1” 
X c 
O” (X+m)n+~(P+m)n+p(~+P+m+l)~+p(P+m+l)n+p 
n,p=O (0 + P - X + m + %+,(a + P - p + m + 2)n+p(P + l)n+p 
(2.4) 
where we have used the elementary observation that 
f(z + l)t = t + $(z - 1)t. 
Now replace the summation index m in (2.4) by m - p and rearrange the resulting triple sum 





c ~4m+*b4n+&  P + Qn+n(P + l)m+n 
m,n=fJ (a + P - A + %+n(a + P - P + 2)m+n(a + l)m(p+ l)n 
X 2F1 [-m, -a -m;p+n+l;l] 
{a(2 - 1)t}* t” 
I m. n? 
G%+nWm+& + P + 1)2m+n {i(z - l)t}” t” 
m$zo (a+p-~++2),+*((r+p-~+2),+,(a+ l)m m! F! (2.5) 
ccl 
c wtwn(a + P + 1)zm {#z - l)t}m ,,,(a+P-X+2)m(~++--++)m(cu+1), m! 




(r+P-A+m+2, a+@-p+m+2; J 
where we have applied the Chu-Vandermonde theorem [8, p. 31 to sum the terminating Gauss 
hypergeometric series with argument 1. 
Finally, by appealing to Whipple’s transformation [8, p. 97, Example 4 (iv)]: 
a, 4 c; 
3h % 
a-b+l, a-c+l; 1 
i fra, +<a + 11, 
a-b-c+l; 
= (1 - z)-a SF2 4.7 -p=Yy 
I 
(IA < I), (2.6) 
a-b+l, a-c+l; 
and interpreting the resulting double series by means of the definition (1.4), (2.5) leads us precisely 
to the second member of the generating function (1.7). This evidently completes our alternative 
derivation of the generating function (1.7) aa a further special case of the familiar result (2.1). 
3. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS AND BASIC (OR q-) EXTENSIONS 
Some interesting unifications (and generalizations) of several generating functions for hyperge- 
ometric polynomials (due, for example, to Chaundy [12], Burchnall [13], and Rainville [14]) were 
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considered by Srivastava [15] who also gave the basic (or q-) extensions of his general results. 
Of our interest here is a very special case of one of Srivastava’s results [15] which have since been 
reproduced systematically by Srivastava and Manocha [6, p. 142 et seq.]. By further particular- 
izing this special case (cf. [15, p. 329, Equation (l.S)] and [6, p. 142, Equation 2.6(21)]) suitably, 
we obtain (see also [6, p. 177, Problem 321) 
cm nS=l(cj)* 1 -n, w + n, c m,...rap; tn n=O nj=l(dj)n p+zFq z h,...,bq; 1 z 
= 
2 (W + n), nT=l(aj)n n$,l(cj)n (-id)” 
nj=l<bj)n nj=l(dj)n n. 1 n=O (3.1) 
w +2n, cl + n ,...,G +n; 
X r+lFs+l t 
w +n, d1+n,...,d,+n; 1 (r 5 6, ItI < 0o;r = 6 + 1, ItI < l), 
which may be looked upon as a generalization of the generating function (2.1). 
Upon setting 
{ 
r-l=s=2,cl = Arc2 = p,c3 = w, 
dl=w-A+l,&=w-~+l, (3.2) 
and applying Whipple’s transformation (2.6) to the resulting hypergeometric 3F2 function on 
the right-hand side of (3.1), we arrive finally at the generating function: 
bo 
c (X>n (con(w)n -9 
w+n, m,...,ap; 
n=O (W - X + l)n(W - /.J + l)n p+2Fq % bl b * ,“‘, ‘I9 1 
tn 
2 
= (1 - t)-wF;;p+:;; 
iw,i(w+1): x,/.4, a1 ,...) up; 
w-A+1,w-/J+l: bl ,...,bq; 
w-x-/x+1; 
4zt 
-0” -pi+ (ItI < 1). 
; 1 
(3.3) 
In view of the definition (l.l), this last result (3.3) would readily yield the generating func- 
tion (1.7) in the special case when 
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